
MESSAGE STRATEGIES IN PERSUASION 
 

 
 I. Appeals based on “evidence” (evidence attributed to someone outside the communication 

transaction, i.e., citing sources, etc.). 
  A. Source-cited evidence is persuasive only if not previously known to audience. 
  B. Source-cited evidence is not helpful to a highly credible persuader. 
  C. Source-cited evidence can be helpful to a low credibility persuader (borrowing credibility). 
  D. Source-cited evidence most helpful if clearly, concisely, and interestingly communicated. 
  E. Source-cited evidence seems to enhance long-range retention of attitude change for low and 

high credibility persuaders. 
  F. Source-cited evidence creates more resistance to counter-persuasion. 

G. Source-cited evidence is best presented after the source is cited with a high-credibility 
outside source and after the citation with a lower-credibility outside source. 

 
 II. Creating resistance to counter-persuasion: 
  A. Using a forewarning of counter-persuasion: 
   1. Useful when the audience has a strong commitment to the persuader’s position. 
   2. Counter-productive when audience has only low commitment. 
  B. Using bolstering or additional support for message. 
   1. Useful if subsequent attack uses similar arguments and language. 
   2. Relatively ineffective if attack does not. 
  C. Using “inoculation,” or presenting opposing arguments in weakened form and/or with rebuttal. 
   1. Most effective technique. 
   2. Useful even when subsequent attack uses different opposing arguments. 
  
 III. Appeals based on “fear” (contentions that harm will befall the listener or someone important to 

him or her unless the source’s claim is adopted.) 
  A. Strength of appeal is relevant. 
   1. Strong Fear Appeal:  dramatically or graphically depicts the harm. 
   2. Moderate Fear Appeal:  less dramatic, graphic depiction. 
   3. Low Fear Appeal:  detached, descriptive, calm. 
  B. Research Findings 
   1. Strong Fear Appeals: 
    a. More effective from a highly credible source. 
    b. Less effective with a less credible source (better off with a moderate appeal). 
    c. More effective when directed at loved-ones (rather than receivers themselves). 
   2. Fear appeal with supporting evidence more effective than one without. 
   3. Fear appeal based on immediate outcome more effective than one about a long-term 

threat. 
4. Usefulness over time diminishes (continued use with same receiver less effective --

desensitization occurs). 
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